








EUROPE KIKAKU is a popular theatrical troupe that
attracts 15,000 people to their performances each year. In
addition to stage plays, the troupe is engaged in content
production in many fields, such as scriptwriting for films
and television series, event production, variety show
production, radio programs, and mobile app development,
unbound by the theater framework. In 2020, EUROPE
KIKAKU finished its first-ever original feature-length film,
Beyond the Infinite Two Minutes. The film was shot at a
cafe in Nijo, Kyoto, which is the troupe’s home ground.
The original story and screenplay are written by Makoto
Ueda, the founder and the director of EUROPE KIKAKU.
Behind the megaphone is EUROPE KIKAKU’s film director,
Junta Yamaguchi. Most of the cast consists of members
from EUROPE KIKAKU, and the heroin is played by the
young talented actress Aki Asakura known for her work in
The Tale of the Princess Kaguya, SUMMER BLOOMS,
Whistleblower, and Masked Ward. This is the first
collaboration between EUROPE KIKAKU and Aki Asakura.
In addition to not using any physical compositing, time
travel is visualized by shooting long takes throughout the
entire film. It is 70 continuous minutes of miraculous
moments with the group’s unity overcoming what some
may consider to be impossible challenges!





Born in 1987 in Osaka. Junta Yamaguchi joined EUROPE KIKAKU in
2005. He has worked as a director for short films, dramas,
commercials, and documentaries. Beyond the Infinite Two Minutes
is his first feature film.
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Makoto Ueda, born in Kyoto in 1979, launched EUROPE KIKAKU in
1998. While in charge of screenwriting and direction for all
performances, he specializes in science fiction comedy. Besides
being involved in the planning and structure for television and
radio programs, Ueda also writes screenplays for films. In 2017, he
won the 61st Kishida Prize for Drama for the play,
‘Kiteketsukarubeki Shinsekai’.
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